Introduction
After the Second World War, the maritime industry became a significant sector of a new national economy. It also served as an ideological tool to support the new communist system introduced in Poland, as it legitimized the "recovery" of Western Territories and extended access to the Baltic Sea.
During almost half a century, maritime professionals were given high importance in the society and the maritime industry was treated as a national treasure. After the collapse of the socialist political and economic system in 1989, both maritime workers and companies lost their high position in the social structure.
In this paper, the author analyzes the changing situation of the maritime industry sector in Poland from the perspective of two concepts: organizational field and organizational culture. Organizational field as defined by DiMaggio and Powell [8] refers to organizations that together constitute recognizable areas of institutionalized life: key suppliers, consumers, control agencies, and competition. Organizational culture as a very broad and differently defined concept is presented here from the perspective of dimensions referred to, among others, by Lidia Zbiegień-Maciąg [30] and Kim Cameron and Robert Quinn's [6] model of competing values and the matrix of two dimensions resulting in four types of cultures. Using the two concepts of organizational sociology as well as using the perspective of maritime sociology, the author shows how the maritime industry sector underwent transformation through almost half a century of communism, three decades of democracy and free-market economy as well as over fifteen years after joining the European Union.
Polish maritime sociology has been developed since over half a century [23] . Initially, it was supported by the socialist authorities to justify the recovery of the western parts of Poland at the cost of the loss of its eastern parts, and this was the result of the new order established after the Second World War. Sociologists were to conduct research in Pomerania areas to indirectly popularize maritime profession so that young people were more willing to pursue their education and career in this field. There was an urgent need for fishermen, seamen, and shipyard workers to develop the maritime branch of economy.
For this purpose, sociologists and teachers were asked to construct and monitor the introduction of maritime upbringing and maritime culture programs [14] . Maritime sociology in Poland faced crisis similarly to the Polish maritime industry during the two decades of the transformation period ), but during the last decade, Polish sociologists introduced the sessions of this subdiscipline to the European Sociological Association congresses (Lisbon 2009, Geneve 2011, Torino 2013, Prague 2015, Manchester 2019) as well as to the national sociology congresses in Poland (Szczecin 2013, Gdansk 2016, Wrocław 2019) and Germany (Trier 2015). In the recent decades, the changing conditions of the maritime economy workers have been increasingly frequently analyzed not only by logisticians, safety specialists (in terms of both individual safety and the protection of maritime interests [25] ), and economists [2] , [4] , [12] but also by sociologists [13] , [15] , [16] .
Historical Background
As described in an article on the origins and development of maritime sociology [5] , seaside communities and sea professionals were exposed to major changes in the maritime industry after the collapse of the communist system in this part of Europe at the threshold of the nineties, which are as follows: -macroeconomic changes in the maritime economy: free market economy rules and private ownership were introduced -changes in the labor market -shortage of officers as well as overproduction of ordinary seamen and crew members (although Poland is still perceived as a place that gives highly professional education to officers) -the collapse of maritime economy -many shipping, shipyard, and dock companies closed down -open borders and traveling barriers lifted -attraction toward fishing and maritime professions decreased -changes in social life -democratization, civil society, individualist culture, and urban movements -global labor market and multicultural labor milieu Zygmunt Sójka [24] , even before the collapse of the communism in the Eastern and Central Europe countries, made predictions about the close adjustment of the maritime economy sector to free-market economy regulations (including demonopolization of production, trade, and services in port companies; establishing private companies; and restructuring state-owned companies into jointstock companies or limited liability companies, which resulted in lesser state care for workers). He also emphasized self-ruling of companies in the maritime industry. Sójka postulated the integration and strengthening of cooperative ties between shipyards and their suppliers and other members of surrounding and shipyards' adaptation to the changing conditions of its functioning.
After 1989, cooperation with the soviet-bloc countries was reducing and cooperation with the Western countries was growing -certain changes in mentality were gradually being noticed (more individualist, pro-transactional, and monochromatic [10] culture with more attention to ecological issues).
Franciszek Gronowski [11] stated that after 1989, the free-market economy rules (even neo-liberal radicalism) were favored with no maritime state policy, and because of that, we may speak about the crisis or even collapse of Polish maritime economy; Polish central authorities, ministries, and offices seem to be very weak, as they do not support bottom-up maritime initiatives. Privatization; commercialization; and organizational, financial, and employment restructuring -all these phenomena have changed radically the state of the Polish maritime economy sector and constituted challenges in the emerging new organizational field also from the point of view of the national interests [28] .
The period referred in this paper covers the time since the end of the Second World War. This may be divided into some major sub-periods: I: 1945-1989: larger sea line, communist regime, centrally planned economy II: 1989-2004: transformation, democracy, introduction of free-market economy rules III: 2004-2019: the first fifteen years of Poland as the EU member state The major socio-political changes during the three periods are as follows: I: larger access to sea, "recovered" Western territories (Western Pomerania, Lower Silesia, etc.), development of the maritime industry to "produce" workplaces for workers and justify the ideology of regained lands as well as the communist ideology of the ruling role of the working class in the socialist society II: collapse of companies in the maritime industry as well as those of other branches, reduction in the number of workers, privatization, organizational and financial restructuring, and introduction of the professional management in the state-owned companies III: adjustment to the EU regulations (quotas in fishing, unacceptable public help -Szczecin shipyard closed down), modernization of maritime infrastructure and companies by means of co-financing from the EU.
Changes within the Maritime Industry: Some Quantitative Remarks
Since the end of the Second World War, communist authorities in Poland developed the national economy with a special role of heavy industry. Many huge state-owned companies were also established to "create" jobs and thus the working class.
In the seventies, as reported by George Blazyca [3] , in Poland, more than 80% of the people were employed in very large plants and enterprises (more than 500 employ-ees), whereas in other places, e.g., in Denmark, only 38%; in France, 57%; and in the Netherlands, 44%.
One may observe the transformations in the Polish maritime economy after the anticommunist breakthrough by analyzing the following data with the corresponding year (source: Statistical Yearbooks of Maritime Economy issued by Statistics Poland) [29] : The changes in postcommunist countries have much in common -state-owned big companies collapsed or were privatized. However, sociologists still do not agree whether these changes were the results of the transformation of mentality of this part of Europe's inhabitants or the causes of them.
Some indicate that there was a cultural split in huge state-owned companies: economic and political sides. The central authorities seemed as an overprotective parent and were overintrusive; there was always the "second bottom" -political meaning suspected in everything, which made rational economic thinking impossible.
Others mention that during transition, "adaptation to market principles is hampered by old cultural mind frames" (cultural "lag") [17] . Other authors claim that the transformation occurred "from below" [9] , [27] , but studies have shown that the restructuring processes were stimulated by the perspective of the integration with the European Union [7] .
Regarding the maritime branch, the growing competition (e.g., from German ports) and passive state policy [26] made it difficult to operate for Polish ports.
On the other hand, a shift from maritime production toward maritime services (especially tourism) is observed [19] , which means opening the space of ports and at the same time changing the mentality of maritime communities' members.
For a closer look, the author of this article conducted six IDIs in summer 2018 with former workers of companies of the Polish maritime industry (shipyards). All the statements cited in the following parts devoted to organizational field and organizational culture come from this research project.
Organizational Field
Organizational field as defined by DiMaggio and Powell [8] refers to organizations that together constitute recognizable areas of institutionalized life: key suppliers, consumers, control agencies, and competition; the Bourdieu's social field [21] might have been to some extent an inspiration in conceptualizing 'organizational field'.
The field is structured by the following processes: growth in the range of interactions between organizations, emergence of dominant structures and standards of coalition creation, growth of information, and development of mutual knowledge.
Since two or three decades now, particularly in Europe, some academics and politicians have popularized the idea of postmaterial values and the utopia of deindustrialization. Such a climate together with the processes of sometimes criminal privatization in Poland and Central and Eastern Europe (some companies were purposely led to the state of a close bankruptcy to sell them at extremely low cost to the foreign competition and then simply closed down) led to the deconstruction of organizational fields in many branches of economy.
During communism, organizational field of the maritime industry was controlled and "organized" by central authorities. After communism, it was more spontaneously created and composed by new actors from behind the Iron Curtain.
Large companies were often broken into small ones -each responsible for the separate part of the production (previously, e.g., supplying function was performed by the state-owned company itself (outsourcing and thus multiplication of organizational field actors were possible because of information technology revolution)). Smaller companies were more exposed to acquisition by foreign capital.
"there was a holding established…and taking over the ship-yards assets started… one day I manage 30 people and some machines, on the next day I am told that I lease these machines from some limited liability com-pany… (…) the ship-yard assets was simply transferred to companies which were established 'around' the ship-yard" (Interviewee 6)
In the second decade of the new millennium, the gradual degradation of the Polish maritime economy started to decelerate and some positive signs of developing strong and functional organizational field in the maritime branch were observed. Szczecin Shipyard, which was closed down in 2009 (then employing 4500 workers), is being gradually revived since 2016 and produces small vessels. In 2015, the first Polish LNG terminal was opened in Świnoujście. The biggest Polish sea transport company Polsteam, earlier led almost to bankruptcy, was financially restructured and repaired in 2017 and now is expanding its fleet again. Additionally, the fairway to North Port in Gdansk will be widened from 350 m to 600 m and deepened from 17 m to 18 m. The fairway between Świnoujście and Szczecin will be deepened from 9.5 m to 12.5 m until the year 2022, which will make this port complex much more competitive. Moreover, the ferry transport between two major Baltic islands -Uznam and Wolin (the first one is divided between Poland and Germany) -is to be replaced by the tunnel under the channel in a few years. The plan to dig a canal in the Vistula Spit is prepared and first works have already been started. Last but not least, the Three-Sea Initiative may become the path to gradual construction of transnational regional organizational field for the maritime economy of Central Europe.
Organizational Culture
Organizational culture may be defined as a set of patterns of shared basic assumptions learned by a group, as it solves its problems of external adaptation and internal integration (…). A product of joint learning [22] is both stimulated by the management and spontaneously created by the subordinates.
Organizational culture "emerges" from the interplay of national culture, branch culture, history and size of the organization, and the influence of outstanding individuals.
Between the years 1945 and 2015, the organizational culture of maritime industry was changing because many factors influencing it were exposed to major transformations: change in the political and economic system, changes in the branch itself, restructuring of the companies in the maritime industry, transformation of Poles' mentality, the "import" of managers and culture of work from Western countries. Privatization of many companies in the maritime sector as a very important process during the transition period [18] influenced the changes not only in these organizations but also in the whole branch's organizational culture.
The author of this study claims that during the transition period (roughly speaking the first two decades after the collapse of the communist system, i.e., 1989-2009), one may observe that the following changes associated with Polish labor ethos and the organizational culture of Polish companies took place: -from collective culture of workers to individual culture of highly educated professionals, many of them were freelancers (from so-called introvert to extravert cul-ture). The relations of mutual interdependence, which, for example, meant collective creating of meta-norms (e.g., the proper -not too fast -pace of work), was changed into the work environment of individual, separate workers.
"I preferred to work before 1989 in Szczecin ship-yard, although I earned more money after 1989. Before there was no such pressure, and then everybody watched each whether everybody works hard in order to do what was needed on time. There was not a community of workers anymore" (Interviewee 5)
-from collective culture of a thick net of human interactions to individualist culture of "interactions" with technology. This trend of the changes is associated with the first one mentioned above: workers ceased to communicate intensively with each other (that is why in the new millennium, the number of trade union members is much lower than that in the times of early eighties' Solidarity with almost 10 million members), which makes it difficult to express any collective opinion, manifest workers' unity, etc. In particular, information and communication technology made an increasing number of workplaces redundant, which resulted in worsened interpersonal relations.
"during communist times there was a rule that everybody must be employed (…) that is why in our shipyard they thrusted many workers wherever it was possible (…) and for example in the warehouse after this anticommunist revolution only one worker replaced three or four who previously worked there" (Interviewee 1)
"after 1989 the interpersonal relations were getting worse and worse, people became more aggressive, they did not trust each other" (interviewee 4)
"after 1989 young workers created small separate groups as if we were some competition for them" (interviewee 2)
"after the first collapse of the ship-yard in 2002 not everybody was re-employed, only proper, healthy and professional people, and the number of office workers were reduced… some previous ship-yard workers even committed suicide when they knew they would not be employed there again" (Interviewee 2)
"after the ship-yard was privatised suddenly there were 50 directors, because many companies were established and the communication was difficult" (Interviewee "now it should be very much synchronized in order to everybody had to do, material like steel should be transported on time, many organizations have to work together to build a ship, they can do in in Japan and Korea, it may be done" (Interviewee 5)
"after we joined the UE they started to demand much more from workers, they were to learn 'European' standards, ISO9000 was introduced but we did not needed it and not benefited from it" (Interviewee 4)
"the worst day of my career in the ship-yard was the last one, when the ship-yard was closed down… I had to give back all the tools, uniform, boots, after so many years we were treated like rubbish…" (Interviewee 4)
"after 1989 many daughter-companies were established in the ship-yard, the ship-yard was getting a credit and invested in these daughter-companies, they were granted new machines and tools and mothership-yard had to pay back the credits and then the government stated that ship-yards are not productive" (Interviewee 4)
In addition to these general changes, some cultural transformations occurred in the branch of maritime economy: -from being a special place employing workers having access to foreign goods to being special because of working in multicultural milieu and working for a foreign employer -from strong culture of big state-owned companies to weak culture of smaller private and unstable, "not protected" companies -from clan and hierarchy to adhocracy and market culture [6] . The role of connections between acquaintances in a company was reduced, and the rigidity of the top-down communication was lifted by aiming to create a network of cooperating professionals.
Conclusion
The processes of restructuring and privatization of shipyards occurred in many countries. In Fiji, for exam-ple, the transformation of the ownership failed and led to the re-nationalization of a ship-building company [20] . In Croatia, these processes were assessed positively, although they were forced by the EU accession conditions and led to the reduction of the employed workers by 25% [1] .
After the end of the Second World War, Poland underwent deep social and economic transformations. Regarding the maritime sector, first, it had to be built from scratch. Then, it could not be developed sufficiently, as it was the part of the centrally planned economy. During the democratic transition period, some of its parts became more competitive and profitable, but some were destroyed or considerably weakened. In modern societies, changes are of course inevitable. Being the part of a global economy and especially the European Union common market may bring many benefits. However, the benefits should be defined not only in the categories of profits for the strongest companies but also in terms of possibilities of development for countries, local communities, and individuals, as they all constitute the actors in the social game.
